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·campus officials
help 'protect and
serve' Clinton
University police
secure airport
during speech
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Eight Eastern campus police
officers had a day off last week that
they will never forget.
The officers traveled to Champaign
Wednesday on their day off to protect
President Clinton. Clinton graced the
University of Illinois's Assembly Hall
stage to deliver a speech that
highlighted several main points of his
State of the Union address.
particularly education.
The officers were on duty in
Champaign from 6:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Wednesday securi ng the
premises of Willard Airport in
Champaign as Clinton arrived and
departed.
"I was very surprised when we
were asked to come up," said Officer
Michael Elam. "I was real happy to
be invited. It was cool." Elam has
served as security on Eastern· s
campus for dignitaries such as Sen.
Carol Mosley-Braun.
The eight volunteer officers from
Eastern were Capt. Adam Due,
Officer Harold Harris. Officer Mark
Briggs, Officer Janice Kozak. Officer
Jeffrey Cariens. Officer Randall Lee
Taggart. Officer Kent Martin and
Elam.
Several other agencies volunteered
to protect the president Wednesday.
Briggs said. Other police forces that
helped in protecting the President
were the Champaign County Police,
Rantoul Police. Mohammond Police,
University of lllinois at Champaign
Police. Illinois State Police and
Parkland College officers as well,
Elam said.
Ao estimated l00 officers were on
duty including secret service officers,

Elam said. The secret service also had
drug dogs, federal agents and anciterrorist agents at the scene. he added.
No special training was required to
act as security, Briggs said. Each
officer has been through training for
his profession and that is "basically
what's expected," said Briggs, who
previously worked for the Coles
County Sheriff's Department for three
years. During that time, he provided
security for former President Bush
once. Briggs has worked on Eastem's
campus police force since July.
Elam said Lt. Nelson. from the
Umversity of Illinois police depanment, briefed the volunteer officers
with the aid of a secret service agent.
The briefing included photographs of
the layout of the airport and what to
do in case of an emergency, such as
radio for contacts. Elam added.
"Then they turned us loose," said
Martin, who has been working in
Charleston since July. "It was exciting
...a once-in-a-lifetime experience."
The last U.S. president to come to
east central Tilinois was Gerald Ford
in 1976, Manin said.
If the officers were confronted with
a situation. Briggs said they were
instructed to "handle it like any other
situation." They were briefed to look
for anything out of the ordinary, such
as people trying to gain access Lo
closed areas.
Briggs said the closesr he got to
Clinton was about 50 fed, bUL he said
he was pleased to be able to do the
honor of VIP security for the
president.
Elam said that his position brought
him six to 10 feet away from Clinton
and Vice President Gore's motorcade.
Martin was only 10 feet away from
Clinton and Gore's motorcade. which
oddly did not have tinted windows, he
said. Leading the trail of vehicles were
five police cars. followed by a couple
of government vehicles, Clinton's
limousine. Gore's limousine and
dignitaries' vehicles. A couple of
See PROTECT page 2
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Chinese celebration
Nicole N'Gambwa, 4-year-old daughter of Kitenge N'Gambwa, an international student adviser,
touches a Chinese embroidery during the "Chinese New Year Celebration," Saturday.night in
Lumpkin Hall. Chinese students explained the Chinese New Year Celebration through a video
presentation, while displaying Chi11ese fans, chess and teapots to explain their culture. About 40
students and residents participated in the event which was organized by Eastern '.S' Chinese Stw:ient
Association and lntemational Programs.

Eastern dedicates six new
panels to AIDS Memorial Quilt
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Su new panels made by area students and
residents were added to the current 306 panels
at Eastern Saturday during the closing
ceremonies of the AIDS Memorial Quilt.
The saying "learn and live" was embroidered
on one of the new panels, emphasizing the need
for AIDS awareness and education.
Volunteers read short essays wriuen by
family members of AIDS victims that described
the lives of their loved ones. Most of the essays
described AIDS as being an "indiscriminate
killer."
The memorial quilt panels will now be
relocated to San Francisco.
Students, faculty and Charleston and area
residents paid tribute to those who have died as
a result of AIDS as the display hung in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Saturday for the last time.
One woman traveled from Bloomington in
hopes of seeing a certain panel.
"My partner made a (panel) for her best

friends that died," said Kristy Herman, a
Bloomington resident.
Flora Beabout, a Charleston resident and
volunteer for the NAMES Project, visited the
quilt in memory of her brother. She said some
of her brother's friends made a panel for the
original NAMES Project in 1992 and took it to
Washington D.C.
The panel dedicated to Beabout's brother
was not on display at Eastern, but Beabout said
she thought it was still important to help
support the quilt.
"I'm not really active (with AlDS awareness
groups)," Beabout said. "But if there is
something - I'll get involved."
Beabout said her brother asked her about two
weeks prior to his death to help educate others
about the disease. Beabout said she tells others
about the dangers of unprotected sex.
"It's like playing Russian Roulette," she said.
Kathryn Stewart, a Charleston resident
brought one of her sons, Andrew, to the closing
ceremonies. She said she dedicated her time to
making three of the panels and described herself
See PANELS page 2

34 events planned for African-American History Month
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Eastern will host 34 events
throughout February in honor of
African-American
History
Month.
Ceci Brinker, assistant
director for Student Life/Multicultural Affairs, said the "diverse
range of programs" is not limited
to African-Americans.

"This is a campus celebration," Brinker said. "This is
not just about blacks."
She said the programs provide
entertainment,
social,
educational and cultural value.
She also said a great deal of time
and effort was dedicated to
coordinating the celebration by
people "who really believed in
this."
Brinker said the hi story of

African-American Heritage
Month is " pretty extensive."
"It is probably over 20-yearsold. I think it initially started
through
African-American
studies," she said.
"This is by far the largest
celebration as far as programs
go," added Brinker.
The theme of this year's
African-American Heritage
Celebration is "Celebrating the

Fabric of Our Diverse Heritage."
This week's activities include:
• A panel discussion sponsored
by the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority. "Leading with Soul"
will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Kansas Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
• A theatrical performance by
the Indigo Student Theater
Society. The "Dutchmen" will be

performed at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in the Rathskeller Restaurant.
• A poetry reading contest
sponsored by the Black Student
Union, University Board Human
Potential Committee and the
Afro-American
Studies
Association. The contest will be
held 7 p .m. Friday in the
Rathskeller Restaurant. Admission is $1 for students and $2 for
the general public.
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Iran officials talk of resignation
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - A
Cabinet minister strongly denied
a report that Iran's most senior
vice president has submitted his
resignation. the government's
news agency said Sunday.
The Tehran Times said earlier
in the day that First Vice
President Hassan Habibi handed
his resignation to President
Mohammad Khatami about two
weeks ago.
But that report was denied by
Ataollah Mohajerani, the minister of culture and Islamic

.................•...........................
&then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.

•

BE OUR GUEST

People can begin to get
tickets for the Annual
African-American Heritage
Dinner to be held Sunday.
The banquet will be held in
the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Tickets are
available from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the union box office.
The tickets cost $12 for adults
and $5 for Eastern students
with ;an 1.0. and children
under the age of 12. Deadline
for purchasing a ticket is
Wednesday.
The keynote speaker has
yet to be announced, but
entertainment \\ill be provided
by Ms. Tarin T. DumasHampton, said Ceci Brinker.
assistant director of student
life/multicultural affairs.
Brinker said Hampton is an
internationally acclaimed
teacher and performer of
African dance.
•SPEAK UP
0\ er the weekend. three
members of Eastern·:. foren~its lea1h-ph1C'tU i'n a tonnm"
l\}Cnl a1 Cornell College,
lowa.
Keith Carlson placed

fourth in extempor~neous
speaking. In this competition,
speakers draw a po l itical
question and prepare a sevenminute speech from newspaper and magazine clippings.
Speakers get 30 minutes to
prepare their speeches.
Jeremiah Reed placed fifth
in impromptu speaking. For
the speech. speakers draw a
quotation and deliver a speech
refuting the quotation. The
speakers have seven minutes
La prepare and delh er the
speech.
Sheri Storer placed sixth
place in informative speaking.
The ten-minute piece is given
on a relevant or interesting
topic.

as a "compassionate quilter."
"This is an excellent. powerful, moving project," Stewart said. ··1 am proud to be a part of it."
Stewan said AIDS awareness and education is
a necessity. She said she had her son help make a
panel to make him aware of the epidemic.
Also during the closing ceremonies. K-Love &
Blue. a student-comprbed band. sang "It's so
hard to say good-bye" by Boyz II Meo. dedicating

PROTECT

& Then Some is a column
designed to highlight individuals on campus who have
.received special recognition.
Our goal 1s to sen c as an outlet for the smaller group' on
campus and to showcase their
members and achievements.
Anyone interested in suhmining information to & Then
Some 'hould write or call
tMaul!lMitt.i'M~..4~aily
Easle~~ ~ore

mt11l
him •
cumwa@pen.eiu.edu.

at

- Matt Adnan is the managing editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Habibi, 61, was appointed~
vice president in August 1989 by
Khatami's predecessor, Hashemi
Rafsanjani. Khatami retained him
after taking office last August.
Habibi helped draft the Iranian
constitution after the 1979
Islamic revolution.

O'j/tcers Randall 1aggarr, Janice Kozak, Kc111 \farrin and Jeffre)
Cariens were among the officen who 1ra1eled to Champaign-Urbana
to guard President Clinton cl11ri118 hi.\ visit /mt 1reek.
guy in a pick-up equipped with added .
pizzas he said he had to deliver
"(Seven of the officers) got a
to the terminal, he added.
photo with Air Force One.''
Briggs said he also saw Elam ~aid. with a grin on his
Clinton's jet get stuck in the face.
mud.
Campus Police Chief Tom
"It wasn't too exciting," Larson said off-duty police offiBriggs said. "It was a nice, quiet cers were sent as volunteers to
day." The right rear wheel of the work on overtime pay. Upon
president's plane got stuck in reaching their specific destinasome mud as it attempted depar- tions, the officers were given
ture, so a second plane new in briefings and assigned t heir
to pick up Clinton, he added.
placements, Larson added.
"There was a lot of speculaThe U of I campus police
lion of whether (Clinton) was force members contacted
going togetoutofhere,"Martin Eastern's campus police
said.
because they needed additional
Since police thought the pres- assistance, Larson said.
ident would have come back
" I will assist (U of I's campus
through with his motorcade to police), and they will assist
get to Lacross, Wis., people (Eastem's campus police when
were c leared away, Martin needed)," Larson said.
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differences between Khatami and
Habibi, the Tehran Tunes said.
Khatami has several vice presidents. but Habibi has the official
title of "first vice presidenC l!ild
is second-in-command after the

the song to "those with the (AIDS) virus."
University Board Chair Tom Ryan gave the
closing address, saluting the AIDS Quilt
Committee at Eastern and called the Memorial
Quilt a "wonderful masterpiece."
During his speech, Ryan emphasized the importance of realizing what love is.
"Love i love,.. said Ryan. "LO\ e is colorblind.
ha$ no religious affiliation and knows !Do gender."

frompageone _

ambulances carried the rear of
the motorcude, Martin said.
"The limousine was black
and had 10 be 17- to 18-feet
long," Murtin added.
The prcsidcnl showed his
hear1 when a child in a
wheelchair held up a sign that
had "Please stop and talk to me"
written on it, Martin said. The
motorcade proceeded. but a car
was sent back to pick up the
child and his family so the)
could shake the president's
hand, he added.
Briggs!• 'llP ecuricy•~itionr
Will& at .th.e•.gate. 'cbcok .point. Hb•
said he had to make sure everyone that came through \\as
authorized with proper identification.
Elam 'aid his position at the
"Y" part of the runway at the
airport. entailed screening traffic for secret-service clearance.
His job was to ensure that
only people whose names were
on a special list would be granted admittance.
The old terminal was where
Clinton arrived and departed
from and was off-limits to the
public, but the new terminal
was open to the public, Elam
said.
Martin worked at the same
post as Elam. He said everything ran "like clockwork."
Many people made excuses to
try and get into the old terminal,
Martin said. The best one was a
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Guidance. the Islamic Republic
News Agency reported several
hours after the newspaper story
appeared.
The Tehran Times, an Englishlanguage newspaper which is
controlled by a hard-line Islamic
faction of the government, had
quoted an unidentified source as
saying Habibi had submitted his
resignation. The newspaper said
Khatami. a relative moderate.
had not decided whether to
accept it.
The source denied there were
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Doudna renovations in progress;
consultants to evaluate building
By AMY THON
Srudent government editor
Improvements to the Doudna
Fine Arts Building that are being
funded by the additional $50-persemester campus improvement fee
were begun during the semester

break.
The carpet was replaced on the
first floor of the building, including
in Dvorak Concert Hall, during the
break, said James Johnson, dean of
the college of arts and humanities,
and Michael Doerr, physical plant
construction project coordinator.
The aforementioned projects,
along with other renovation projects on campus, are being overseen by Doerr.
The improvements will be beneficial for Eastern because the concert hall is highly visible, Johnson
said. More than 100 concerts and
recitals are held there annually.
"It's going to make a positive

impact on Eastern." Johnson said.
An o verall enhancement was
promised for Dvorak and the main
theater stage with funds from the
campus improvement fee, Johnson
said.
"Where we are at the moment is
determining exactly what is going
to be done," Doerr said.
Consultants will be brought in
to study the building to deem what
improveme nts are nece ssary,
Johnson said. The consultants will
make recommendations and begin
to move forward with the project
The project is still in its design
phase, Doerr said, but some of the
renovations being considered for
Dvorak include replacing the rigging, resurfacing th e stage and
improving the acoustics.
"We are beginning the planning
(stage)," Doerr said.
Improvements will hopefully be
completed by fall of 1998, Johnson
said.

Both Doerr and Johnson said
since the building is old it needs
many repairs. The building was
built in the late 1950s and is on a
priority list to be renovated after
the Booth Ubrary gets its faoe lift.
"There are a Jot of things that
have to be done," Johnson said.
•'With the age of the building, it is
in need of renovations."
"Generally, the building is old
and needs to be ren ovated like
Buzz ard (Hall) and Boo th
(Ubrary)," Doerr said.
Doerr said it is up to the state to
determine if the building should be
renovated because that is the only
way the project can be funded.
"Our hope is that (the Fine Arts
Building) can be (renovated) after
Booth (Ubrary)," Doerr said.
If these renovations are completed, the entire complex will be
renovated including the music, theater and art deparunents, Johnson
said.
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By JAIME HODGE
City editor
A new switchboard has solved Cannan Hall residents' two-week battle to ''phone home."
"As far as we know, (the telephone lines) have all
been fixed." said Sara Crampton, associate residence
director of Carman Hall. "They seem to be working
fine.... "'v
Crampton said she has not heard any complaints
from residents.
Residents agreed that the phone problems appeared
to be solved.
"It's not that bad," said Lance Frederick, a freshman undecided major. "I haven't had any other prob-

lems."
Courtney Goembel, a freshman undecided major,
said that during her phone conversations last week,
she would be talking to somebody who would hear her

talking, but she couldn't hear talking. "But it's gotten
better," Goembel said.
Carman residents previously complained of crackling lines, disconnections while they were on the
phone and trouble with understanding or even hearing
the other party while talking on the phone. Crampton
said she couldn't count the amount of complaints
received from students.
'1t doesn't seem to be causing any problems," said
Benjamen Gaddis, a junior English major.
Megan M artin, a freshman elementary education
major, said she has not had any recent problems with
the phone.
"I haven't noticed any problems recently. When
everyone was having problems, I was having problems too," Martin said.
"I would be talking with
someone on the phone and would j ust get cut off."
Problems with the phone lines in Carman Hall went
on for almost two weeks before they were corrected.
A new switchboard was installed last week and additional phone cards also were fixed, said Clay Hopkins,
Eastem's telecommunications manager.
'This should pretty much take care of the problem,
but things go out on a daily basis. You never know,"
Crampton said. 'The phone line was a problem pretty
much for the entire building."
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Through February
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your frrst visit absolutely
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CAREER DAY JOB FAIR
Nilsen to answer Faculty Senate's
fund-raising and lobbying concerns Wednesday, Feb. 4
By JUSTIN KMITCH

ated by President Joms.
' 1Last week, I was unavailable
.,1 " t,•.-y·~n v~tll •11 :.~d to be at the meeting, so I prepared
The Faculty Senate Tue!(day a written' stAtcrtlcnt:• Nilsen Shltt.
will receive an update on ·'I believe that Tuesday I will be
Eastem's legislative liaison and responding. in person. to any
the new development team.
questions the senate may still have
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. regarding those issues."
in the BOG Room of Booth
The senate is also expected to
Library.
discuss new information regarding
Jill Nilsen. special assistant to the auditor's report from May
the president, prepared a written 1997.
~tatement regarding the status of
At the Jan. 27 senate meeting.
Ea!)tem's legislative liaison and Gail Richard. senate chair, said
the nev. development board initi- she hoped Norbert Furumo would
Administration editor

be able to update the senate on the
activities of the committee on
cam.@ite~, Furwno is scheduled
to glve that update Tue<.day.
In new business, Charles
Evans, associate vice president for
academic affairs. and Rita
Pearson, director of admissions.
are scheduled to give an update on
the Illinois Articulation Initiatives
and on University Studies at the
Feb. 10 meeting. A date for the
review of the Constitutional
Planning Process is still undetermined.

9:30 aJD. - 2:30 pill

td\NTZ GYM r:-

over 130 employers participating!!
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
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Heritage celebration
events should be
attended by everyone
I

n honor of African-American History
Month, Eastern 's annual African-American
Heritage Celebration will be held throughout
the month of February.
This year's theme, "Celebrating the Fabric of
Our Diverse Heritage," promises to bring to
opportunities for all Eastern students.
The line-up includes 34 events, ranging from
speakers to an African
dance workshop. The
variety of events is sure
to spark the interest of
all students.
Forty-three campus organizations and academic areas have devoted their time and efforts
to sponsor and coordinate the month-long celebrat ion~ pow it is j.ime for students to show

Edi tori al

~h.
-~~.
,,
t ~1,L.-l~CJall~Ul....
r-.
·ffie month~ events are not limited to

African-American student participation, but are
conducted to increase cultural awareness and
diversity on campus.
Everyone in some way. shape or form has
been affected by the history of other cultures.
Students should take responsibility to go outc;ide of the classroom to experience other cultures first hand.
In order for people to better understand the
world around them, they must first learn about
other cultures. At the very least, students can
broaden their horizons by spending some time
this month celebrating African-American heritage.
While it is unfortunate a month has to be
d~si~C!ated each year for people to remember
lf.iean-American history, everyone. regardless
of race or ethnicity, should join in the festivities.
Plays, comedians. panel discussions and talent shows are among the diverse schedule of
events, with the Miss Black EIU Pageant
bringing the month to a close.
With the variety of events, no excuse should
keep students from joining in the unique
events. Student participation is the key to keeping the memories of African-American heritage
alive.
Each student should attend at least one of the
34 events scheduled for the African-American
Heritage Celebration, not only to help increase
cultural diversity on campus, but to better
themselves.

' 'today's

oe

It is a condition which confronts us not a theory.
- Grover Cleveland

Hussein must be hit hard to save stability
Amcrica~s foreign and strategic
• on ho\\ to take out Saddam and
policies are beginning 10 be called
"Saddam must be his weapons of mass destruction.
into question lately. especially on
taken out now for The elite cannot sit in their ivory
Iraq. brae! and the other gcopolitithe stabi/ini oif the tower and send lhe children of the
cal regions important to to our
•.J
working class to fight their wars.
securit}. The chief inspector of
region and the President Clinton must also take
continued modem- note of this. He dodged the draft
weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq, Robert Buller, was irresponsi- '---'""-'ca..a...%...6-----'~
because he did not believe in the
ble in a recent statement on the
ization of those war in Vietnam. Will he give othbiological weapons of the rogue OLATOYE BAIYEWU
countries that sur- ers a pass if they do not agree with
state. The U.S. Secretary of State Regular columnist
him on Iraq. I bet no. Our democround her."
should have called him on this
racy is premised on the principle
reckless outpouring. Leaders of
of individual liberty and free
moderate Arab states also take umbridge on this destabiliz- speech. If we are to really advocate this for achieving civil
ing rhetoric. United Nations resolutions must be seen to be societies around the world. then selective punitive measures
adhered in principle and practice. No wonder America's is defeating.
allies in Europe are very reluctant to support military action
Saddam must be taken out now for the stability of the
against Saddam Hussein.
region and the continued modernization of those countries
There is a belief in the Arab and Muslim world that that surround her. This must be the premise for our policy,
Judaism and Christianity are competitors to the religion of not Israel, and above all not the United Nations. We have to
Muhammad, even though these religions profess the worship go this alone. Hit Saddam hard enough for him to cry
of one God. Balance b what is demanded and this is what is 'Uncle.• Th.is is another option for saving the children, the
expected of the United States by marginal Muslim countries. old, the infinn and others in the region.
The mayhem in Algeria is a case in point. A few years ago,
Millions of dollars from U.S. taxpayers have bankrolled
the military annulled an election that favored the Islamic Saddam and his quesL for regional domination. Kuwait,
Salvation Front, no Western government condemned the Saudi Arabia, the other Gulf states and transnational corporaannulmenc and this call for democratically-elected govern- tions from Britain, France, Gennany and the fonner Soviet
ments by the West fell on deaf ears.
Union encouraged his ambition for the sake of profits. These
We cannot in all honesty selectively choose who to sup- countries cannot, therefore say today that Saddam is a threat
port and who to oppose on the basis of religion or economic to world peace. They must be made to pay the cost of removinterest. Our overt support of the military regime in Nigena ing Saddam and hopefully in the future, profit will not stand
is another example. This column is not an indictment of in the way of world security and stability.
Western governments but a call to reason and logic. Hussein
The moral dilemma is regional, global security or profits.
is a threat to the region and the economic stability of the I believe we must be on the side of universal security. The
world Saying that does not absolve others of complicity in double speak of the administration of whether to undertake
this crime against the people of the region and especially the the military operation against Baghdad or not is not a well
soldiers of 'Desert Storm.'
thought out policy. We must not be seen to dilly dally around
We supported Iraq against Iran in that bloody conflict that global security. Allies in the region are very nervous when
claimed the lives of thousands if not a millions. The Baker we do double speak. The unfinished business of Desen
Plan of the Bush administration gave credit for millions of Stonn should now be completed. 1998 must go down in the
U.S. dollars to Saddam and even guaranteed loans to it for annals of foreign policy as a decisive and pragmatic year.
the persecution of the Iraq/I.ran war. Some low level execu- This should be the path for our policy in that region and
tives of international b:inks are now serving long-tenn jail around the world.
sentences in American prisons and the chief architect of that - Olatoye Baiyewu, is an English graduate assistanJ and a
policy pontificates on American television and op-ed pages semi-monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Housing policy about
room vacancies unfair,
needs to be changed

1'.E~ll1

11 l

vacancy. but to make us move is outrageous! Imagine thi~: Three weeb into
the semester, in the midst of handling a
To the editor:
full course load. you are required to find
We are writing in response to a
a compatible roommate, move all of
University Housing "policy." Each one
your belongings. move to a new floor
of us lives in a six- or four-person suite
atld chang~ x_our address and phone
in Stevenson Hall. Upon retumingJroru
nfurtber. WhY \hould it be our burden it1
winter ~each one of us had a su\.
our ROOMMATES left us with a singlc room in our suites Some of our
gle?' In one instance. a roommate wa-.
roommates graduated. some were disdismissed for failing grades. She
missed for academic reac;ons and others
received a housing refund while the
moved to a different donn. The housing
remaining roommate was left with the
department has given us two choice~: responsibility of the situation. How
pay $500 for a single room or consoli· about charging her $500'!
date with other ~ingle occupants in
Also, some of us have lh·ed in the
Stevenson.
same "uite with the same people for two
We have chosen not fO pa} for the year... and have hecome good friends
single. Therefore. hou ing may gh e u~
v. ith our suite mates.
roommates or mme us to new suites.
Each of us ha' made repeated comWe don't mind if the} give us ne\.\
plaints to the hou ...ing department and
roommates, but none of us wants to
their only reply is. "Sony, bm it's our
move out of our suites. The housing policy." Well, it's time lo refonn this
department has every right to fill the
policy.

Once consolidated, housing 1s going
to lock up the empty rooms. A very
minor decrease in the power bill is not
worth it. Or maybe the housing department does not W-dl1l us to have a single
room without paying for it. Well, the
vacancy should not be OUR responsibility. WE didn't create the vacancie,,
we werejust left ~ith them.

Brandy Varvel
senior, zoology major
Tami Pate
senior, elementary education
major
Jennifer Schrader
junior, marketing major
Jeffrey Alle9
senior, psychology major
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Education package provision p••·····················
cuts small districts' funding : Get Two 14" Thin Crust Pizzas :
I
I
I

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) When the General Assembly
passed the high-profile education
package late last year. supporters
trumpeted the $485 million
annual increase in operating
funds for the state's poorest
school districts.
But as lawmakers examine the
law's fine print, key Democrats
say the downstate Republicans
will be haunted in this year's reelection campaigns by a littleknown provision that cuts small
school districts out of a new $1.4
billion construction program.
'·As the fog is lifting, they're
realizing the implications of this
bill," said Rep. Kurt Granberg, a
Carlyle Democrat and an assistant majority leader. "They're in
trouble politically over this
issue. the downstaters."
An ~&s~iated P.ress anal)'.sjs

seating these tiny school districts
voted for the education package.
Most Democrats whose school
districts are ineligible for the
construction funds opposed the
legislation.
Even so. Republicans doubt
downstate Democrats can justify
their opposition. That's because
the bill, which Gov. Jim Edgar
signed into law with great bipartisan fanfare, means many smaller districts will get part of the
$485 million in operating funds.
"It is stilJ a bill that benefits
Southern Illinois and my district," said
Sen.
David
Luechtefeld, an Okawyille
Republican who supported the
bill. ··1 think. overall. it would be
very hard to explain \'Oting
against it."
Democratic Sen. Vince
l)emuzio of CarljnvilJe. wh.o ~
foun,d.rrm~ i ~RP~lio~ll~ f..C.WQt, · op~ed the bill. dismissed any

Republican attempts to rationalize their support. "I'm sure
they're all scrambling around
trying to explain it," Demuzio
said.
Last month, the AP found 129
of roughly 900 school districts in
Illinois would be too small for
the bonds. The findings are
based on preliminary State Board
of Education figures as of Dec.
15 and could change.
Under ~he current program,
elementary and high school districts with fewer than 200 students and unit school districts
with fewer than 400 students
cannot get state bond money for
school construction and repairs.
The mostly downstate school
districts. now too small for the
program, are split among a third
of the state's lawmakers, falling
in 36 House districts and 23
Senate districts.

Musical apron calms, lulls fetuses
MUNSTER. Ind. (AP) - Il 's nice and wann in the
womb, and there's plenty of free food. Whal else
could a fetus want'? Music, of course.
Dr. David Min. a Munster obstetrician. has developed a special apron for expectant mothers that
sends soothing sounds into the womb with the goal
of lulling fetuses into a more sedate prenatal exis·
tence.
'This is a brand new field without a lot of study
yet." said Min. who admits there's no proof it works.
"We're breaking new ground."
His Rock-a-Bye Music System is just an apron
with adjustable pockets to accommodate a compact
disc player or tape recorder. The 69-year-old doctor
has patented his music apron and tested it on ten of
his pregnant patients over the last two years.

I
I
I

.

with One Topping for

:

:

: $1485

I

I

: o.ne 1~".Thin CrustOne Topping

$8,85

I p1ua ISJUSt
I
I
16" Thin Crust One ToppingPizza is$ 9.85.
Two 16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizzas are just $16.88
I
I
Good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out
I
through Feb.28, 1998 at
I
I
Charleston
I
90918th Street
I
348·7515
I

I Topping excludes extra cheese. Extra Toppings available at an additional charge.

He tracked the heartbeats and movements of the
fetuses and says they respond to music and sounds of
their parents· voices. He also cited studies indicating
thac a fetus begins hearing and responding to sounds
outside the womb after the 26th week of pregnancy.
One of Min's patients, Kim Konieszka, 27, used
the system when she was carrying her son Connor,
who often tossed and turned inside her.
"I saw I could get more sleep if I played smooth
jazz to him," Konieszka said. "It would lull him to
sleep."
Another patient, Cynthia Fary, and her husband
have recorded songs and poems to play to their
future child.
"I get a different movement when the baby hears
our voices otl th!! tape,., ~e said.

I
I

••••• • ••••••• ••••••••• • •

Cult leader may face death if convicted
TAVARES, Fla. (AP) - Animal
torture and mutilations, teens
drinking each other's blood, a
girl's parents bludgeoned to death
and a corpse marked with occult
markings.
Sounds like stock elements of a
horror movie, but on Monday jury
selection was set to begin in the
trial of a teen-ager whose alleged
vampire cult is accused of commilting all of the above acts.
Accused cult ringleader Rod
Ferrell, 17, could face the death
penalty if convicted of a charge of
first degree murder.
Ferrell is nervous, especially
about whether it's possible to find
jurors in this rural area who have
not heard about the lurid case, says
his lawyer William Lackay.
"Tthink it's going to be hard but
not impossible," Lackay said of

his chances for success.
Important to the case is the testimony of Heather Wendorf, a 16year-old cult devotee whose parents were beaten to ·death in their
home in November 1996.
That afternoon, Miss Wendorf
and Ferrell - a friend who was the
cult's "sire" - performed a blood
drinking ritual in a cemetery to
induct, or "cross over," her as a
fellow vampire, according to
investigators.
"The person that gets crossed
over is like subject to whatever the
sire wants," Miss Wendorf said in
a deposition. "Like, the ~ire is
boss basically. They have authority
over you."
In the cemetery, investigators
say, she and Ferrell talked about
their plans to leave town. Ferrell
alJegedly discussed kilJing Miss

Wendorf's parents, but she told
him not to harm them, investigators allege.
Ferrell, Miss Wendorf and others had plotted for seven months
through letters and phone conversations to run away together.
Considered misfits when they
met at Eustis High School, the two
found solace in each other's company. When Ferrell later moved to
Kentucky, they stayed in touch.
On the day they left town. they left
behind the corpses of Richard
Wendorf and Naoma Queen, prosecutors charge.
The two were found bludgeoned at their home in Eustis,
about 35 miles northwest of
Orlando. Wendor f was beaten
severely in the face; Queen was
found face·down on a bloody
kitchen floor.
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U.S. finds support hard to find
for military attack against Iraq
DUBAJ, United Arab Emirates (AP) - America's
closest ally in the Persian Gulf - Saudi Arabia - also
could be its toughest chaHenge in building support
for a military attack on Iraq.
Saudi resistance, spelled out in comments Sunday
by a senior Saudi official, complicates U.S. efforts to
get fulJ cooperation from countries in the region at a
time when Secretary of State Madeleine Albright was
arriving to consult on the stand-off between the
United Nations and Iraq.
"Saudi Arabia will not allow any strikes against
Iraq, under any circumstances, from its soil or bases
in Saudi Arabia. due to the sensitivity of the issue in
the Arab and Muslim world." the Saudi official told
The Associated Press. speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Even U.N. Security Council approval of an attack
would not change the Saudi position, the official
said.
The United States has plenty of fighter jets and
troops afloat in the Perisan Gulf, but it relied heavily
on Saudi and Turkish bases during the 1991 Gulf

sites, and U.S. calls for military strikes have been
gelling louder in recent weeks.
Bill Richardson, the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, said Sunday that he has received
commitments from two countries to publicly support
the United States should it decide to attack Iraq.
"The United States will not be alone," Richardson
said during a world forum in Davos, Switzerland. He
re(used to identify the countries.
The U.N. inspectors must certify Iraq has
destroyed all of its weapons of mass destruction
before the U.N. Security Council will lift tough economic sanctions imposed after Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait in 1990, prompting the Gulf War. The
Security Council insists on unfettered access for its
inspectors; Iraq contends access to some sites,
including p resid ential palaces, would violate its
sovereignty'.
Albright was to begin explaining the U.S. position
Sunday night with talks with the emir of Kuwait,
Sheik Jaber al-Ahmed al-Sabah. She was to consult
Monday with leaders of Saudi Arabia and Bahrain,
Wa,r.
•
then fly Tuesday to Egypt.
These days, Turkey, too, is reluctant to allow itself
The United States has more than 4,000 troops and ,
to be used as a launching pad. Ankara announced dozens of warplanes at bases in Saudi Arabia.
Sunday it would send Foreign Minister Ismail Cem Saudis, however, have been increasingly uncomfortto Baghdad to help negotiate a diplomatic end to the able about their close ties with Washington since the
June 1996 bombing of a U.S. military barracks in
standoff over U.N. weapons inspections.
Iraq has been sparring with U.N. inspectors and eastern Saudi Arabia. Nineteen American servicemen
the United States over access to suspected weapons died in the attack, blamed on Muslim extremists.

Aerotek
Northwestern Mutual Life
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Capitol Radio Group
Sentry Insurance
Morton Buildings
These are just a few of over 130 employers
recruiting on-campus at:

CAREER DAY I JOB FAIR
\Vednesday,Feb.4
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Lantz Gym

Don't miss it!!
Complete employer list available at Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

Humans to test live HIV vaccine
C HICAGO (AP ) _ A physi- group expects to submit to the
cians group hoping to test a live- FDA details for its proposed
virus AIDS vaccine in humans is human trial.
lining up safeguards in case trial
"At Lhis point, we're working
within the system and we see no
participants contract the disease.
The group, the International reason why we won't get
Association of Physicians in approval," Zuniga said Saturday.
AIDS Care, said three pharmaT he group hopes to begin the
ceutical makers have agreed to trial in 2000 and have an effecprovide free drugs and testing to tive, safe vaccine by 2007, he
the first volunteers if they need it. . · id.
.... W~~t:"b~~ct ]H!<Tlf'~ t~~l"Sr"TtJ~"'.11tneCf"iil'I
progress into AIDS, but we' re testing the safety of the substance,
trying to avoid lhat 'reckless' not its effectiveness in preventing
label that some people have the disease.
"Planning for the worst is just
assigned to us in the world," assoc iation deputy director, Joe smart protocol," said Dr. John
Z uniga, told the Chicago Tribune.
Phair, chief of infectious diseases
The vaccine will be made with at Northwestern Memorial
a live but weakened strain of HIV. Hospital in Chicago. "That is
The Food and Drug Admini- their obligation, but it may also
stration is reviewing a manufac- carry some weigh t with th e
turing plan for the vaccine.
FDA."
In the coming months, the
B u t Phair and some other

physicians contend the volunteer
effort is premature, that not
enough work has been done to
ensure the safety and usefulness
of any AIDS vaccine.
" It's laudable they are looking
at the potential worst-case scenarios," said Peggy Johnson. scientific director of the International
AIDS Vaccine Initiative. "But it's
not as important as frrst defining
the safety of the vaccine."
Zuniga
said
Abbott
Laboratories, Bristol-Myers
Squibb and Hoffmann-La Roche
have agreed to supply drugs to
combat the d isease if needed.
Roc he Diagnostics Systems will
provide test kits for monitoring
the participants, he said.
More than 200 people, including doctors and other health care
workers, have volunteered to test
the vaccine, Zuniga among them.

Now serving Lunch 1 Oam-4pm
7 " & Soda ' 3.50-Carry Out Only
Large

l Topping
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$6i!2
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'l(appa 'Delta

Informationa{2{ush Meeting
Tuesday :Febrna1!J 3rd
at 7:30pm
Sigma 1(appa Chapter ~om (jreek Court
J"ormore in.fonnation ana rilfes please ca{[1(jm at348-1193
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,.... - j §RE: Colemat1 Auditorium, Room 120
The Walt Disney CoUege Program is abou1
friends. experiences and opponunities
you11 discover as you live. learn and
earn in our world.

STOP BY Ate DISCOVER A WORLD
OF OPPORIUNl1IES AT DISNEY.
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Tucker awaits decision from Texas
parole officials; death set for Tuesday
HUNTSVILLE. Texas (AP) Condemned killer Karla Faye
Tucker learns Monday whether
Texas parole officials believe she is
a changed woman who should be
spared execution.
If the Texas Board of Pardons
and Paroles rules against her and
all other appeals are denied, she
would become only the second
woman put to death in Texas since
the Civil War years.
The panel deliberating lier fate
has said its decision will be
announced 32 hours before her
scheduled execution by injection
Tuesday. She would be the first
woman executed in Texas since
1863 and only the second in the
United States since the Supreme
Court allowed capital punishment
to resume in 1976.
The 38-year-old former teen-age
prostitute, drug user and rock band
~up1e recehred tbe
~natty

the U.S. Supreme Court that argues
the commutation process in Texas
is unconstitutional, lacking clear
guidelines and adequate hearings.
Ms. Tucker, who would be the
145th Texas inmate executed since
1982, has admitted using a pickax
A$$0CIATEOPRE$S
to kill a man she and an accomfor killing two people with a pick- plice planned to rob, then killed a
woman to eliminate her as a witax in 1983.
Ms. Tucker asked the 18-mem- ness.
Prison officials in Huntsville
ber parole board to recommend
clemency to Gov. George W. Bush, were bracing for several hundred
contending she is a changed reporters and photographers
woman who has found God and expected to cover the first execucan serve as a resoun::e for others if tion of a woman since 1984, when
she ts allowed a life sentence.
Velma Barfield was put to death in
Ten board members must agree North Carolina
Ms. Tucker, her attorneys, proswith her before the governor has
the option of sparing her life. But ecutors and the governor all m~ast
even a single favorable vote would ed her gender should have no bearbe unusual. All of the 16 men who ing on her case. But the petite darksought clemency in 1997 lost on haired inmate, publicized in recent
unanimous votes.
network television appearances,
s. ker haS an appeal before has ilia:wn worldwide attention.
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INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards witl1 Credit Lilnits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!
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Credit Cards In The World Today!
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I
I
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.

I want. IC\1(!1;fil~iUHl•l!1_QQit•l!/!1!1. Credit Cards in1mediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321
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I
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I

City ........ "'.... _.........- ............................................................................................................................... state ........._
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I
I
I
I
I
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Sale

Adoption

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46

FREE T·SHIRT + $1000. Credit
card tundra1sers for fraternities.
soron!Jes & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
S 1000 by earning a whopping
$5NISA application. Call 1·800·
932-0528 ext 65. Qualified calls
receive FREE T-SHIRT.

SINGLE APT, BASIC FURNISH·
ING. heaVwater provided. SP
semester $250. Dave. 345-2171.
9
a.m.
_a.m.-11
___
_ _ _ _ _ _514

NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH,
washer/dryer. garage. Available
In June. Respons1ble People only
No pets, No parties. Call 348·
8821.

1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 4SPEED, CD player. NEW: tires,
battery. muffler/exhaust, brakes.
Great Condition. MOVING MUST
SELL! $3,500 O.B 0 Call 348·
1984.

ADOPTION IS A LIFETIME OF
LOVE. Professor dad & stay-at·
home social worker mom long to
become parents. All the things
you want for your baby-love, ten·
demess, respect, all of life's possibilities lncludlng college- we
want too. Let's lovingly plan
together a happy & secure future
for your baby. Please caU Barbara
& Joe toll free at 1-800-484-7983
access code 9655.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116

·~---------5/4

7 Day Daycare 6 weeks and up
Preschool. All shifts open
beforefafter school. Training. lie
#179991. 348-8001.

214

Make Money
SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or 235-1544.

Help Wanted
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE SUMMER (6121-8120).
OUTSTANDING BROTHEAISISTE R SPORTS
CAMP ON
LARGEST NEW ENGLAND
LAKE. SEEK SKILLED COUNSELORS FOR LAND. WATER
SPORTS, ARTS. EXCELLENT
SALARIES. ROOM, BOARD
AND TRANSPORTATION PAID.
INTERVIEWS
AVAILABLE.
COME SEE US ON CAMP DAY,
2/4198. ROBINDEL (GIRLS) 888860-1186, WIN AUKEE (BOYS)
800-791·2018
www.wlnaukee.com.

__________ 214

NORTHERN MINNESOTA-SEP·
ARATE BOYS' ANO GIRLS'
CAMP. Pursuing energetic, caring, upbeat lnd1V1duals who wish
to participate tn our 1ncred1bly
positive camp community.
Seeking cabin counselors who
can also instruct in traditional
campus activihes: Bdsail, Rifle,
Hrsbk, Sail, Crafts, Wski, Gymn.
Bike, Climb. Canoe, and Bkpk
wilderness trip Ldrs. Cooks,
Office and Supervisory Staff.
Make a phenomenal difference in
the life of a child and expenence
one of the most rewarding summers of your life. At the Job Fair,
FEB 4. THUNDERBIRD 314-5673167.
213
COUNSELORS AND WILDERNESS TRIP LEADERS NEEDED
for.Wi~camp

Good salary,

ro6nf andlboard, traiispoitatmn,
great training. Call 1·800·4801188 and come see us at the Job
fair on Feb. 2.
214
H
_ _E_
L_P_W_A_N_T_E_D_F_O
__
R_2_7-YR.
OLD DISABLED MAN In
Charleston. No experience necessary. 5 hrs./day. Feb. 16-28.
Bathing, dressing, & toileting
required. $6/hour. Contact Mike
Jones 348-5822.
- - - - - - - _ _216
WANTED RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS to market/manage
Citibank promotions on campus.
Make your own hours. No travel.
Earn $400+/wk. Call 800-9320528
117.
_ _ ext.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _212

c--R-U-IS~E-S~H-l~P-&.,-LA-,-N-D--T=-=-ouR

EMPLOYMENT· Discover how to
work 1n exo!JC locations. meet fun
people, while eammg a living in
these exciting industries For
employment Information, call: 517-324-3090 Ext. C57381.
_ _ _ _ _ 216
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL·
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Fnday evening
and m1dn1ghl shifts available.
Flexible scheduling also avail·
able. No expenence necessary.
Paid training 1s provided.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston II 61920
E.O.E.
5/4
SUMM-ER-JO-BS~-IN_C_O_L_O_RA
__ DO
Join 170+ staff in the beautiful
Colorado Rocky Mountains.
Large resort seeks hfegds, food
serv, malnt, front desk, counselors. etc. Wages. housing &
meals. En1oy activities such as
htkmg, volleyball, mtn biking.
campfires, swimming, Site seeing,
etc Interviews Tue. 213 at Career
Services, call 581-2412 or JOBSRV.EIU.EDU
__________213
WANTED: Someone to type from
a written manuscript & to copy
music. $10/hr. 345-5654.

---------~212

For Rent
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease. no pets. Call 345-3148.
5/4
_2_B_E_D_R_O_O
__
M--TO
__
W_N_H_O-USE
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash

~~~~cam_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. No pets. $235/ mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

~----------_.514

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000
5/4
T"""H_R_E~E---&___
F_O_U~R-B_E_O_R_.OOM
house & apartments, close to
campus Call 345-6621
- - -5/4
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM for
3-4 people. Fully furnished. Near
Buzzard Building. Call 348-0157
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111

The Daily Eastern News

Name: __________________

Address:-- - - - - - - - - - - - - Under Classificat10n o f . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ __ _Composltor _ __ __

Payment

Cl Cash

Amount due:S _ _ _ __

0 Check

0

Credit

Check number_ _ __ __

Phone: _ __ _ _ __ Student

------=-==-=-=-----.,,-213

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE.
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
EFFICIENCY APT FOR 98·99.
Furnished, great location. $350
included utilities, 1O mo. lease.
345-4185
__________214
FOR RENT: Large 2 bedroom
apartments. close to campus. furnished, laundry fac1ht1es. central
air. For 3 or 4 people. Cali 349·
8824 (9·5) or leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2119
FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroom
house, close to campus, trash
pick up provided For 4 or more
people. Call 349-8824 (9·5) or
leave
message
_ _a_
_ _ _ _ _ _2119
1,2,3 bedroom apts Close to
campus Call for ava labll1ty. Old
Towne Mgt. 345-6533

514
CAMPUS APTS. 2·3 BED·
ROOMS FOR 2·3 GIRLS Call
CAMPUS RENTALS 345·3100
betw~en 3-9 p.m.
2/6
ONE BEDROOM UNFUR·
NISHEO ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT phone and cable. NO
PETS and NO PARTIES 345·
6759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
FOR RENT 6 BEDROOM. 2
BATH HOUSE. Completely
Remodeled. Hardwood floors,
new kitchen, no pets. $220/perilon P/U Call 708-388-3240
514
--FO
___
R_R_E__N_T""":_3_B:-:E:-D-R=-O-OM
HOUSE, Spacious Rooms. No
pets $225/person p/u 708·386·
3240.

_ _514

MCARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS now leasing Fall '98 2
bedroom furnished apt. 345·

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

-------------00-:--=--=---~2/6

EFFICIENCY, CLEAN, NEAT
AVAILABLE MAY & August.
Responsible People only. No
pets. No parties. Call 348-8821

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _V6

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garage, avail·
able May. Responsible people
only. No pets, no parties. Call
348-8821.

---~-----~216

FOR LEASE FALL '98 2 to 5
bedroom houses. 346-3583.

----~-------~216

SUMMER OF 1998 ONLY; Few 2
and 3 bedroom units avallable.
Fully lurrushed mid-campus loca·
lions.
348-0157.
_ _ Cali
__
_ _ _ _ _ _2112

1 BEDROOM APT: for one /two
furnished, great location. $400
includes utilities. 10 mo. lease for
98-99. 345-4185

----------------------~214

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished. large private sun deck
near Old Main. Call 348-0157
_2111
LEASING FOR FALL: 1,2, and 3
bedroom furnished epts. No pets.
Call
for_
appointment
__
_ _ _ _345-7286.
_ _ _,2 /6

1 Capital of
Azerba11an
. s-Kettof
early comics
• Confronts
14 X - xylophone
15 Statutes
111 Nonsensical
17Leave1n,
editorially
1 e Explorer called
"the Red"
1• Kind of orange
20W1th 34-. 43·
and 58-Across,
message on a
tounsrs
postcard
23ChouEn- 24 Bout outcome,
briefly

Travel
SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOINGlll Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Group dis·
counts & Free Dnnk Parties! Sell
5 & go free! Book Now !!
V1sa/MC/Oisc/Amex 1·800-2347007 http://www.endlesssummertours.com

ADOPTION· A SECURE LOV·
ING CHOICE. Loving, secure
couple will proVlde your baby with
a lifetime of love and opportunl·
ties. Expenses paid. Please call
Nancy & Grant at home collect
(815)398-8410, office 1-800-464·
8337. or our attorney. John
Hirschfeld, collect 0 (217)352·
7941.

~~--------~6

Announcements
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Smal:
groups welcome. Call Mr. Ed
348-1424

Irr thc-6aily-======:.::::===2/6

O.J. AT MOMS. Must have own
music. Dave 345-2171 9 a.m.·lt
a.m.
_________

MACARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS 1 girt. upperclassman, to
share a 2 bedroom furnished apt.
345-2231.

----------~4
PARK PLACE-Three Bedroom
apartment, sublessors wanted for
summer. More info? Call 348·
6156.
--2112
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH FOR
SUMMER '98. 3 Females. $175 +
utilities.
Call 581-3175.
__________
212

washer/dryer, big screen TV.
$180/month plus utilities. 345-

4496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2113

For Sale
GEO TRACKER, 1993, 4WD.
29,000 miles, hard & soft top,
NC,(rare), red w/blk top, mint
condition, $8,900, 348-n19 after
5p.m

•7 Gym socks may
25 River at Ghent
have one
2e Strike caller
ea India's first P.M.
29After
•• "Holy moly!"
32 Truck track
70 What's holding
34 See 20-Across
things up
39 Composer
11 Like Gatsby
Stravinsky
72 Actress Russo
40 Moray, e.g.
73 Root in
41 Lendt of tennis
Hawanan
43 See 20-Across
cookery
48 Ordinal suffix
49 Card game s tart
DOWN
so Born: Fr.
51 Airline with the
1 Wingdtng
old slogan ·up.
2 Nick and Nora's
up and away•
dog
MBroadcast
JCh1cken - MOvers1zed
(deep·fried
dish)
51 See 20-Across
u Put to (end) 4"Don·topen
• Surrealist
Christmas!"
Salvador
5Mournful
•Scarlett's home
7 Baby branch
a Broad necktie
•Discover
~~~ 10 Med. course

13 Tenms champ
---Monica
- - - 21 Back of the
neck
22Gumbo
aeA.P.nval
27 Prefix with
bucks or phone
28 Ship's front
Part of a rose

ao

."..

v~

clig.s.=. : := =

Sublessors

11 Carp
12 Hostile force

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In adVance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
,. •:. • , • • , , c:oneidered libelou8 or in bad taste.. ,

---------~216

LEATHER BIKER JACKET.
Barely wom. Paid $150. Sell for
$65. Call 348-6373

SPRING BREAK '98 GET
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN·
GOING!!! Panama City beachHOUSE 10 mo. lease avail. Fall
front hotels from $991 7 nights
98-99 for 5 students. All modern
beachfront. Daily Drink Parties. &
amenities. 345·9355
Free cover at best barsl
---~------"216
V1sa/MC/01sc/Amex 1·800·234EXTRA NICE FURNISHED APT.
7007 WWW endlesssummerfor 2 persons with 10 ft. bedroom.
tours.com.
Very close to EIU. Call Howard at
316
348-7653.
-----tt-pays-ro-adve1hse
514
Eastern News. So got those ads
GREAT STUDENT HOUSE FOR
ml!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00/HA
8 persons- furnished, large lawn.
One block from O'Bnen field. Call
Howard at 348-7653.

SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEOI·
ATELY~r SP 98 and SU 98. own
2231.
I
,
____________
514 .. bedroom, In nice 2 BR hou,se,
W/D, rent very negotiable. 1306
4 PEOPLE NEEDED TO RENT
A SI. Call 348-5844 or (847)487CONDO. Summer 1998-1999
6309
school year. $200 a month. 345_______________213 ----------~·2127
9581
OWN ROOM IN 3BR house.

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days

FALL. 5. 4, 3, 2 bedroom houses,
2/3 bedroom apartments. Close
to campus. 348-5032

.

OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY Omega PSI Phi Fraternity Inc. week
coming soon!
EIU WOMEN'S RUGBY 1st practice today from 7-9 p.m. McAfee
Gym.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Random Acts of Kindness meeting
today at 6 p.m. 1n the Greenup room.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY board meeting today at 8 p.m. In the
Casey room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. In the
Newman Chapel. Newman Chapel 1s located on the comer of 9th and
Lincoln Ave.
ORDER OF OMEGA bustness meeting today at 10 p.m. in the Kansas
room.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION Informal meeting today
at 7 p.m. Lumpkin Hall 119. All majors are welcomed!
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, & ALLIES UNION weekly meeting today
from 8-9 p.m. 1n the Paris room MU<. Everyone welcome!
DELTA SIGMA Pl Chapter meeting tooa_y:m,~~ 1
PHI GAMMA NU Executive board meeting today at 6:30 p.m~ln
Lumpkin Lounge.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Judicial board meeting Tuesday Feb 3 at
8 p.m. In the Heritage Room.
INDIGO AFRICAN-AMERICAN THEATRE SOCIETY Theatrical
Workshop~oday at 6 p.m. in the life Science building rm 301. Bring a
friend for fun a workshop. ~
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Sweets Day today from 10 a.m - 3 p.m. in
Coleman Hall. Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha and Alpha Sweethearts
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Chps are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit camPYs organ!zat!O!lal event No parties or fundralsing actMties and events will be printed All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline for Friday.
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Chp that is Uleg1ble
or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN Clips may be edited
for available space.

Puui..., ..._ s.

Yefdeecll

a1 Preppy·s fabric

33 Significantly
underweight
35 At liberty

51 Nasal tone
12 More prudent
53 · - - World
Turns·

'What - - can I ss Less polite
say?"
57 Basic
Halloween
37 Uniform
costume
38 Lightly cooked
42 Actress Carne

•

44 ·oon·t move'"

45 Toledo's home
441 T np to the
airport, say

47 Nobelist Wiesel

M Jew;sh wedding
dance
eo Carry on
Vivacity
ea - - St. Vincent
Millay
&:s 01n
MHence

•1
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Korda takes Australian Open title TIE
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) - Nothing about
the Australian Open final sparkled except the eyes
of Petr Korda as he completed an emotional journey from tennis oblivion back toward the pinnacle
of the sport with bis first Grand Slam victory.
The 30-year-old Korda. near retirement from
relentless pain a few years ago, celebrated his
revival Sunday by falling to his knees in prayer,
cartwheeling across court and climbing into the
scands to hug his wife and daughter after a 6-2, 6-2,
6-2 romp over wooden, error-prone Marcelo Rios.
Korda played solidly, if unspecracularly, but
that's all he had to do against the Chilean, who
could barely keep the ball on court and could never
pressure Korda.
Korda produced 32 winners, mostly off his forehand, compared to Rios' mere seven.
Korda, who will reach a career-high No. 2 in the
next rankings, is the fust Czech man to win the
Australian title since his idol, Ivan Lendl, in 1989
and 1990. In his family home in the Czech
Republic, Korda sWI has a poster autographed by
LendJ. Only one other Czech man, Jan Kodes, ever

won a Grand Slam title.
Korda also is the oldest Grand Slam winner
since Andres Gomez, a few months older, caplured
the French Open in 1990.
Rios, who will reach a career~high No. 5 in the
next rankings, was the first South American to
reach the Australian final since Guillermo Vilas
won in 1978 and 1979, and the first Chilean in a
Grand Slam final since Luis Ayala was runnerup in
the French Open in 1958 and 1960.
Korda, who lost to Rios in straight sets in the first
round of last year's Australian Open and fell in the
fust round two years ago, ruled this match from che
sixth game of the opening set, when he broke Rios
for the second time for a 4-2 lead.
Korda then held at love and broke Rios for a
third straight time to close out the set in 27 minutes. Rios put up little resistance in the second set,
going down by the same score in the same amount
of time. By then it was clear Korda would have no
letdown, and Rios would have nothing in him to
claw his way back as he believes he's learned to
do.

frompageJ2 - . . . . . . . - - - = - - -

Burke finished third in the 200yard individual medley, and
Brooke Umersee also contributed a
third-place finish in the 1000-yard
freestyle.
Saturday's meet was no contest
for the women's team. Winning
116-26, this meet gave coach
Padovan time to rest his swimmers.
'They (Northeastern) just don't
have enough people to compete;
they couldn't even enter some
events that we had," Padovan said.
The Lady Panthers won every
event that was contested.
The men's team had a tougher
time on Friday evening. They lost
to an overpowering Hilltopper
team, 116.5-98.5. The final was
somewhat misleading, as Western
Kentucky changed some of its
entrants to exhibition to keep from
piling on points.

The ceam did score two victories. Scott Burris won the I-meter
diving, and Drew Shepherdson,
who has battled injuries all season
took first in the 200-yard breaststroke. The rest of the team was
overmatched however.
"Western Kentucky just had
way too much for us; our guys
were really tired also," Padovan
said.
The men got into the blow-out
act on Saturday by soundly defeating Northeastern Illinois. The
Panthers again won every event
entered, and woun1 up with a 9047 victory.
The Golden Eagles are not usually a good meet for Eastern; they
have not challenged them in one
race all year.
'This is not usually a meet I go
out to try and schedule, but it came
about," Padovan said.

classified advertisin
::___________.1;;g,.____________________
----

Announcements

Personals

SIGN UP NOW TO TAKE mock
LSATS for only $25. More info
call 581-6220, 581-2656, or 3457823. Deadline Wed. Feb. 4th!
-------~213

THE PLACE· An alternative to
the college bars. Mon- 12 oz.
drafts 75 cents, Tues- ladies
night & 50 cent drafts
Budlightllite, $1 Rall Drinks not
dead D.J., Wayback Wed's- live
O.J.· music from the past, ThursFree pool, Fri & Sat- Not dead
D.J. 8 mi E on Rt 16. For more
info call 349-8613 or for ride info
348-RIDE.

........

?1:12.
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items in the Daily Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00/HA

Doonesbury

BY GARAY TRUDEAU

CONGRATULATIONS
KIM
WELCH OF DELTA ZETA on getting engaged to ERIK SEIDEL.
Lol/9 Jen & Cortney.

212.

DELTA SIGMA PHI: TO MY
MAN: This year has been great!
Lets make it another! I love ya,
Lori.

212.
JESSICA CALENDINE I hope
you had a great weekend. Happy
21st Birthday! Love ya, Alison
2/2
LISA GRAHAM OF DELTA
~fC.:UA Pf. HAPP'( f.,WTI

;room· J,i, ,

•.

.

~

212.

LIZA TIPPET OF TRI-SIGMA:
You did a wonderful job with
Formal '98. It was a blast! Love,

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I Me.M/,Ol-eMIN./l'ErM
MIN/JING MY WN Bll5NC55-Jl15T7RYIN6 70
f!ieT'~JHe~Y,..

BY MIKE PETERS

''" MAQ.~6

HORSE

aew1"TM~OU.

Place a

BIRTH.DAY _;lJ,. D
I

with a

I

1

-;-i

PHOTO AND
MESSAGE

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Lake rs Lady Panthers look to improve attack
destroy on offense against Eastern Kentucky
Bulls
INGLEWOOD, Calif.
(AP) - It wasn't about
Michael vs. Kobe, it wasn't
about the past vs. the future
or the East vs. the West.
It was about payback. And
the Los Angeles Lakers
earned plenty.
The Lakers gave back
exactly what they received
from Chicago six weeks earlier, turning Sunday's showdown into a marquee mismatch as they defeated the
Bulls 112-87.
"They sent all the statements today," Chicago coach
Phil Jackson said.
"We didn't show up, none
of us. And I couldn't tell you
exactly why," Dennis
Rodman said.
The Lakers, blown out at
Chicago in mid-December,
broke the game open early in
the third quarter and toyed
with the defending champions the rest of the way.
It was the final game of
the regular season between
the teams, and the Lakers
made up for their most lopsided loss of the season - a
21-point defeat on Chicago's
home court on Dec. 17.
"It was redemption in a
sense realizing how we were
embarrassed in Chicago,"
said Rick Fox, who played
his second straight outstanding game and led Los
Angeles with 25 points.

A week-long lay-off proved
"I think it was another game that
insufficient to recharge the Lady we beat ourselves," she said. "They
Panther offense.
were better than when we played
Eastern followed up a 41-point them at Morehead, but they are not
performance against Southeast better than us.
Missouri on Jan. 24 with a scoring
"We had almost like two oppoblackout in a 20-point loss to nents against us."
Morehead State Saturday.
Klein said the way to beat the
Only senior forward Barbara zone the Lady Panthers are facing
Garbova scored in double figures, is to hit the outside shots, someand she led all scorers with 28 thing the team hasn't done lately.
points.
"We need guards to knock down
But other than Garbova's 28, the shots when teams do this to us," be
Panther attack was nonexistent. said. "It can't be one player, such as
Senior guard Nora Hendrix and Barbara, who constantly steps up
senior forward Allison Lee scored and has to hit the shot.
six points each, with four of Lee's
"We have got a slug of guards
six coming from the free-throw out there that have to step and hit
line.
them."
Eastern shot just 35 percent from
Demoted:
the floor, hitting on 23-of-66 shots.
The Lady Panthers will attempt
From behind the three-point arc, the to end their slide against the Lady
Lady Panthers were 5-of-19. with Colonels of Eastern Kentucky at
Garbova accounting for four of 7:05 p.m. Monday at Lantz
them.
Gymnasium.
Eastern head coach John Klein
The Lady Colonels entered the
said the Lady Eagles were able to weekend at 8-2 in the OVC, 12-5
keep the Lady Panthers' past play- overall.
er.;, Lee and sophomore center Leah
Eastern Kentucky is Jed by
Aldrich. from getting good looks at senior forward/center Laphelia
the basket by packing the paint.
Doss, who is averaging 15.7 points
Klein also said Eastern's impa- per game.
tience helped Morehead close down
She also averages 5.4 rebounds
the mside game.
per game.
As a team, the Lady Colonels are
"When we bad our post players
· in the ball game, we did not run our shooting 44.5 percent from the
offense and move the ball enough floor.
to create situations for them," Klein
Though Klein expects to see the
said. "People are going to defend same defense from Eastern
our inside game. If you have suc- Kentucky that the last few oppocess at something they're going to nents have shown, he said the Lady
defend it.
Panthers match up better against the
"We're too quick to just shoot Lady Colonels defensively.
the ball or force it mside."
.Aldnch 1s lookmg forward to the
Garbova said the Lady Panthers game as well.
seemed to be playing against two
"We seem to play better against
teams, the Lady Eagles and the better teams," she said.
Lady Panthers.
• compiled by Drew Granger

r-----------,

Carry Out Special! 1

1
I
I
I

LARGE
I Item Pizza
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2,,s,98

me'::~;;;•

carry out only order up to S

$ 4 •9

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _Stotal
price
1:1i
___
_

I
I
I
.;.JI

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Eastern '.s Leah Aldrich takes a shot against Morehead State
Saturday nigh!.

Summer Jobs available with:

Anderson Camps
Camp Thunderbird
Six Flags of St. Louis
Urbana Park District
YMCA of the Ozarks

VVednesday,Feb.4
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Lantz Gym
Shows ' nn.. tffectJve 1130.215
Sat SUn mats In {brlcbtJJ

The Titanic PG13
[12.'00) 4:008:10 DIGITAL

Half Baked R
(1~2:EJ 4:5> 6:5) 9;00

Spice Wond PG

Now Availai71e:
Soup
Sandwiche5
5ide Salada

[11Xl 3:15] 5:~ 7"11J 10:a>

Deep Rising R
(2~ 5:0073)10"10

Good Wiii Hunting R
(13)) 4:.() 7:~ 1000

As Good As It Gett PG13
(1:15J 4:10 7:0095)

Amistad R
12.45] 4:23 7:00
Great Expectations R
[1:.il6] 4:3:17:109:~
F•ee R-:f 1or. Poocorn &Sort Orrn1<s'.

345-7849
1412 4th St.
Charleston
Bacardi Spice iv1Lxers......... ::;2.25

Pizza & Soda
Comi?o

$1.95

Moriday L1.111ch Special

BLT...... $3.25 Giant Stuffed Potato ..... $3.95
Expres5 Lunch Menu Available
Mo11day Dinner Special

Chicken Fajita Salad ....... $'1.95

EXPANDED HOURS

?M ~~th~ E~ «Nil #IUU- k tlfu#:
onclay-'l'hursclay 7:00am- Io: 310p
Frllclay- 7:00am-4:00pm

1

Complete employer list available at Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a

PICTURE AND MESSAGE
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Men's track team wins big at Southeast Missouri
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
The Eastern men's track team
travded.to Southeast Missouri to
compete in ils first dual Conference 'llce~f die'"season Friday
afternoon and sprinted to a 75-45
victory.
Despite a slow start on a fast
and undersized track, the
Panthers settled down and took
control of the meet head coach
Tom Akers said.
'"It took the team a little while
to compete. and I was a little disappointed in the start we got off
to," Akers said. "Southeast
\ftssouri was ready to try and
knock us off."
The Indians used their strong
tield events to capture an early
lead against the defending con-

ference champions. Akers
said it took
everyone to get
past the small
size of the
Student
Recreation
Center
at
Akers
SEMO.
Sprinter
Cameron Mabry had a close call
in the preliminaries of tht 55me~r. out came right back in the
final§ to break the track's record
with a 6.22-second finish. Along
with breaking the record, Mabry
qualified for a provisional spot
for nationals.
"He set the record by a full
one-tenth of a second," Akers
said, "It was the fourth-fastest
collegiate time reported this

Tom

year."
Mabry also finished first and
set another track record in the
200-meter dash (22.44 seconds)
as well as finishing second in the
triple jump.
"He had a guy to run after
early (in the 200). and once he
caught him he slowed up. but as
soon as someone caught up to
him he was able to shift gears."
Akers said.
Kevin Lindsay finished thud
in the 200 behind Mabty's
record-se~ng performance.
Akers said he was pleased to
see the guys step up, especially
in the 600 and 800-meter runs.
"Mike McBride and Chad
White battled head-to-head in an
exciting 600," Akers said. "Chad
just edged out Mike down the
stretch to set a Rec. Center

record."
Aundra Williams and Jake
Hunt stepped up to finished 1-2
in the 400-meter dash. Ryan
Boiles raised his level in the mile
(4 minutes, 21.3 seconds) beating the closest competitor by l3
seconds.
"Ryan completed a superb
double," Akers said of Boyle's
third-place finish in the half mile
and his mlle victory.
Marcus Carter had a personal
best in the 800 according to
Akers.
"We knew that he could run
well because he has been working hard at il in practice." Akers
said.
Hurdler Rollie Slama lowered
his 55-meter hurdle time (7.64
seconds) and finished second
with a personal best. Bob Cecich

Fox Sports South brings out fans,
intensity for conference matchup

SURVIVE frompage12Polite scored eight of the first 10 Panther
points in the second half.
The Eagles (2-LO in the OVC, 3-16 overall) would not go down without a fight
though. as the 12-point lead was cur to two
with seven minutes left.
Four straight points by Panther senior
guard Rick Kaye and a three-pointer by
Owens increased the Eastern lead to eight at
55-47 with four minutes left
The three pointer by Owens would be the
last bucket of the game for the Panthers.
..We couldn't hit a shot. they couldn't hit a
shot." Panther senior forward Conya
Robmson said. '"We rebounded well and
knocked down our free throws. and they
missed some big time free throws in the
end.''
The eight-point lead was once again cut to
two with 30 seconds left after Eagle sopho-

People in che southeastern part of the
United States got to see the Panther basketball team come away with a 63-56 victory
on Saturday night at Lantz Gymnasium.
A crowd of 4,243 people showed up for
the game being televised by Fox Sports
South. Unfortunately, Fox Sports Midwest
was unable to pick up the game because
lhe 11 p.m. hour is the time slot for Fox
Sports News.
Still. being on cable was an incentive to
pla~ well.
··we \\anted to play well because we
11ere on teleYis1on," Panther senior forward
Con~a Robinson said. ··we didn't want Lo

lo·

e1lil~~~;;~~...-:;..;:-~~

A major factor to the aHendance at the
game was Greek night. where all the fratermties and sororities came to Lantz Gym to
cheer on the Panthers.
Even with the big crowd cheering on the
Panthers, the 2-10 Morehead State Eagles
did put up a good fight.
"Morehead State does some good things
and are a well-coached team," Panther
head coach Rick Samuels said.

Battle of the Warriors:
Robinson has a tattoo on his shoulder
that says "Warrior." Every game Samuels
picks out a player the opposing team that
he calls a warrior.
Saturday night Robinson went up
against a warrior from Morehead State,
senior forward Chris Stone. Robinson won
the battle of the warrior~. compiling a season-high 18 rebounds.
"I was tired of coach putting rebounding
on the itinerary," Robinson said. "Stone is
a good player, but I don't think he's better
than me."
Stone came away with eight rebounds

11,

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Eastern/ans get rowdy for the Fox Sports South camera during Saturday night's game.
The attendance at the game was 4,243.
and 15 points on the night.
Robinson lived up to his nickname of
the warrior on Saturday night, as he had
some battle scars during the game.
"My knee was hurting and my calf kept
on getting cramped up, so I had to sit on
the floor for a minute," Robinson said.
Still problems:
On Thursday and Saturday night,
Eastern hosted the bottom two teams in the
league, Eastern Kentucky and Morehead,
and barely came away wich victories.
"When we play the bottom two teams in

the league, we have a problem of playing
down to their level," Robinson said.
"When we play teams we know we have to
beat, we play better."
Samuels said the narrow victories didn't
really have anything to do with his team's
intensity.
"In the last four weeks we've played
more focused on the road than at home," he
said. "I think that is because we're so anxious to do so well (at home)."
- compiled by Matt Wilson

recorded a 7.95 performance and
went under eight seconds for the
first time.
The 3000-meter runners captured lhe top four spots led by
Chad Bauer, Bruce Lundborg,
Todd Conroy and Ricky Walden.
and the mile relay teams finished
l-2.
Dan Stone finished second in
the pole vault, according to
Akers.
John Davis and Dave
Astrauskus were third and fourth
in the shot put respectively.
Akers said he was pleased to
see people step up in place of the
resting Tom Marchese, Todd
Moroney and Jason Bialka.
"It will be good to get back to
full strength," Akers said as the
Panthers get ready for Saturday's
meet in Indiana.

~~irF *~\ard Pts9tP1r1 liY~.hbJUt ~,~:.~P >'·~
mu ed oy Panther JUmOr forward Idris Ose1Agyeman.
Webb was unable to connect on the free
throw, and Eastern scored the last five points
to come away with the win.
The onJy other Panther to score in double
figures was Kaye, who scored 18 points on
6-of-l3 shooting from the floor.
Morehead had three people score in double figures, with freshman forward Aaron
Knight leading the scoring with 19 points.
Eastern was out-rebounded by the Eagles
45-43. Robinson led the Panthers with a
game-high 18 rebounds.
"He challenged himself; he knew he had
to match-up against (Golden Eagle forward
Chris) Stone so he gave himself a personal
challenge," Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said "He leads by example and he
wants to lead us to the conference championship."
Eastern won even !hough they had a poor
shooting night The Panthers shot 39 percent
from the floor, but the Eagles were even
worse, connecting on only 29 percent of their
shots.

The Spring Career Day I Job Fair
is Wednesday!! ...
Are you not exactly sure how to prepare
for it or just what to expect??
Then plan to attend ...

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
uell ~our stuff
in T e News'
Classifieds!

"How To Make The Job
Fair Work For You"

Today
Arcola I Tuscola Room - Union
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Prepare for Success!!!
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
'

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!! ·,. ..
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Panthers survive rally, earn 63-56 victory
Eastern remains tied
for conference lead
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
When your team's leading scorer b having a lcs
than average night, somebody ha" to pick up the slack
for him.
This was the case Saturday night at Lantz
Gymnasium. as sophomore
forward Marc Polite scored
a game-high 22 points to - - - - - - - lead the Panthers to a 63-56 • Panthers play to
victory over Morehead State TV audience
in front of a crowd or 4.243. • Men's track team
"I knew I would ~ open,
and 1 was concentrating on coasts to conferstarting a rhythm," Polite ence win
said. "Jack (Owens) did a
STORIES page 11
good job of finding me, and
I stepped into my shot and
• Lady Panthers
knocked it down."
Polite's point total was host Eastern
one shy of his season high Kentucky
23 points scored against
STORY page 10
Western fllinois in the sevenlh game of the year.
Wilh the victory, Eastern improved its record to 10.
2 in the Ohio Valley Conference. The Panthers are ~till
in a first-place tie with Middle Tennessee and Murra)
State.
Eastern enjoyed the lead the entire game. extending
to a game-high 12 points with 17 minutes left in the
second half.
After scoring only seven points in the first half,
..----~---

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastems Rick Kaye drives around the defense of Morehead States Ted Docks during the Panthers' 63-56 win Sarurday night.
Kaye scored 18 points in the game, and guard Marc Polite scored a game-high 22 points. With the win. Eastern kept pace with
Miadle Tetlnessee ahd M1irra~· State fcJr first pTace 1rl tlle 01110 Valley Con)'erence.

See SURVIVE p&y~ JJ

Lady Panthers continue slide with 20-point loss
By DREW GRANGER
Staff wnter

The Lady Panthers trailed for the
entire game. The closest Eastern came to
taking the lead was drawing within one
In what was described as a "di sap- point before falling back down to an
pointing" performance by senior forward eight-point deficit.
Barbora Garbova, the Lady Panther basThe Lady Panthers fall to 7-4 in the
ketball team continued its slide down the OVC following the loss. The defeat also
Ohio Valley Conference standings with a drops Eastern below .500 on the season
75-56 loss to Morehead State Saturday in · with a record of 9-10.
Lantz Gymnasium.
The Lady Eagles picked up just their
A last second shot by the Ludy Eagle second conference win Saturday.
sophomore forward/guard Marcisha Morehead has a record of 2-9 in conferBrazely piled the last shovel-full of dirt ence and 6-13 overall.
Eastern head coach John Klein said
on the Eastern coffin in the 20-point loss.
The final nail had been driven into the the Lady Eagle" surprised the Lady
coffin with 9: 14 lefr to pla) in the :.econd Panther-. by making adjustments on
half when Morehead went on a 9-0 run to defense.
go up by 20. 67-47.
..We thought they would press a little

bit more. and run the ball." he said. "But,
as it turned out, they played more of
half-court game."
Klein said the adjustments Morehead
made are being made by a lot of Lady
Panther opponents.
"I think what they did was they realized that early in the conference year
we· d been having some success on the
inside and lately the last couple teams
we' ve played have done what Morehead
did tonight:· Klein said.
Morehead collap-.ed in on the Pan.Lher
post players and denied the Eastern
inside game throughout the night.
"We weren't patient enough in our
half-court offeme to open up situations
for our inside players,'' Klein said. "We

shot the ball a liule too quick when \\C
had the bigger line up in there. And if
we're going to do Lhat, we have to ha\C
people that just Oat out put the ball in the
basket. Tonight the only player that was
consistently putting the ball in the hole
from the outside was Barbora."
Garbova led all scorers with 28 poinh
in 38 minutes of play. She hit on 12-of18 shooting from the floor. including 4of-6 from behind the three-point arc
Garbova also pulled down 11 rebounds to
earn herself a double-double.
Leading the \\UY for the Lady Eagle
was freshman forwnrd ~egao 1<.ellough,
who scored 21 for fhe :\forehead. She hit
9-of-13 shots from the floor. made three
three-pointers and dished out four assists.

Women's team swims to rare tie, men split weekend meets
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
The Eastern swim teams had a tough beginning
to their home-stand weekend. but in the end. they
wound up with split decisions and new broken
records.
On Friday, the Panthers squared off against the
Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky. They then took
on the Golden Eagles of Northeastern Illinois
Saturday.
Two more school records fell at the hands of
freshman Amanda Dore. Dore re-broke her 200yard freestyle mark, and then also set the standard
in the 500-yard freestyle.
Friday's meet was definitely the tougher of the
two. The men's team split on the weekend, losing
on Friday, but getting back to form on Saturday.
The Lady Panthers earned a tic on Friday, and
were victorious the next day.
The women's meet was one to cherish as a fan.
It went down to the wire, and it took the last race
to determine the winner. Eastern needed a first and
third-place finishes in the 400-yard freestyle, and
they got just that to earn the draw.

Being C\Cn at the end ofa meet. 118-118. wac; a
very rare occurrence according to coach Ray
Padovan.
"We never sec ties. but we are still happy with
the results," he said.
Padovan and assistant-coach Donna Ruf were
extremely happy to gel out with a lie.
''That meet could have gone either way, and
everyone stepped up in the right places, and just
wouldn't lose," Padovan said.
The shorter distances seemed to be where the
Lady Panthers got back into the meet
"We definitely made up a lot of points in the
sprint eventS... Ruf said.
The women's team was a little short-handed
over the weekend. Bolh Tanya Rahn an(i Nelli
Farella were missing. Rahn was out of town due
to an illness in the family, while Farella was battling the flu.
The Lady Panthers got great performances
from everybody. Karma Freer had a strong meet
by winning the 50 and 100-yard freestyles. Other
swimmers gave season-best perfonnances. Biz.zy
Set TIEpage9
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Eastern s Drew Shepherdson comes up for air during the Panthers' win against
Northeastern Saturday at the Lant:.. Pool. The Panthers fell to Westem Kentucky
Friday and defeated lhe Golden Eagles Saturila>~

